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Happy New Year and welcome to  our 
February Mint Issue. Over the coming year we 
will be releasing new and exciting products, 
one in particular which I will mention in a 
moment. Whether you are a serious or hobby 
coin collector, I am sure that each of our coin 
releases this year will add special value to 
your collection.

Before the Christmas holidays, we officially 
launched the newest Inspirational Australians 
coin, which honours Steve Irwin and 
announced the theme of our 2010 Year 
Set. To celebrate Steve Irwin’s outstanding 
contribution to wildlife and wilderness 
conservation we visited Australia Zoo, just 
after attending the ANDA Show in Robina, on 
the beautiful sunshine coast in Queensland. 
We made a presentation of a montage set 
of coins celebrating Steve Irwin’s life to Terri 
Irwin and then got up-close to some of the 
local zoo animals, including “Sanchez”  
the Alligator.

Then south, to the State Library of Victoria 
in Melbourne, where we announced that 
the 2010 Year Set would pay tribute to the 
150th anniversary of the Burke and Wills 
expedition. A gathering of enthusiasts were  
treated to rare Burke and Wills artefacts 
which were on display at the library and 
heard from Jesse Martin, a young, modern 
day explorer. 

Following tradition, the Mint Shop opened 
its doors on 1 January and unveiled its new 
mintmark coin design which celebrates the 
100th anniversary of Australia’s numismatic 
history. Coin sculptor Vladimir Gottwald has 
recreated portraits of the four monarchs 
which have appeared on Australian Coinage 
from 1910 to 2010.  

For the first time, the Mint has released a coin 
which features King Edward VII, King George 
V, King George VI and Queen Elizabeth II 
together on the reverse. 

Also in January, the Mint hosted “Striking Art: 
Lasting Impressions”, a month long exhibition 
celebrating 20 years of the art of coin and 
medal design by Wojciech Pietranik. The 
exhibition gained widespread acclaim from 
the art community and general public and as 
a result of its success we hope to host similar 
exhibitions in the future. 

Australia Day was celebrated nationally on 
26 January 2010 and the Mint marked this 
historic day by releasing its 2010 Australia 
Day 50c coin. Not only is this coin available  
as a selectively gold plated proof and 
rolled coin product, but it will also go into 
circulation.  We have also designed the 
certificate of the proof coin with an extra 
sleeve so you can collect and display the 
circulating coin alongside and make a 
commemorative set.

But on to the particular release I mentioned 
at the start of my note to you… I am very 
excited to announce that for the occasion of 
the Centenary of Australian Numismatics we 
have released one of our most highly prized 
sets - the six coin gold proof set.

And to make it even more collectible these 
coins feature a uniquely Australian effigy of 
Queen Elizabeth II.

Happy Centenary collecting,
 
 

Graham Smith 
Acting Chief Executive Officer 
Royal Australian Mint 
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On 14 February, 2010, the year of the tiger begins and what better way 
for those born in 2010, 1998, 1986, 1974,1962,1950… to celebrate 
than by owning a permanent reminder of the profound influence their 
sign has on their personality and destiny.

2010 $10 Gold Proof Coin
The design on the $10 gold proof coin perfectly captures the tiger,  
a symbol of power and courage. Produced in 99.9% pure gold makes 
this coin, like the tiger, charismatic and easily liked. 2007 & 2008 gold 
coins in the Lunar Series both sold out and the 2009 is very close to 
doing likewise.

Regardless of the theme this is gold at a  
great price. Order yours today!

Price (inc. GST): $260.00  802374 

Nominal Specifications: $10, Au 99.9%, 1/10 troy ounce, 17.53 mm, Proof, 2500, V. Gottwald

2010 $1 Uncirculated Coin
In general those born under the sign of the tiger are straightforward, 
enthusiastic and are never to be underestimated, much like this  
$1 uncirculated coin. 

At only $12.95 this coin remains a great gift idea to those born in  
the year of the tiger and also to those with special milestones in 2010.  
Red envelopes are still provided for those who like to give a special 
Hung Bao for the New Year.

Price (inc. GST): $12.95  802398 

Nominal Specifications: $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, Unlimited, V. Gottwald  
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The Royal Australian Mint has not produced a six coin gold set  
since 2007 and collectors have been waiting eagerly ever since.

Naturally we can understand their desire as past gold year sets have 
been commanding good returns; the 2007 set has increased in value 
by 32%, the 2006 by 42.5%, the 2005 by 33% and the 2001 by  
an incredible 134%.

Like previous gold sets the 2010 six coin gold year set has a very low 
mintage – 500. Collectors will need to act fast if they are to make the 
most of this opportunity and add this set to the top shelf of  
their collection or investment portfolio.

For display purposes the wooden  
coin tray can be removed
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2010 Six Coin Gold Proof Set
Housed in finely crafted wooden cases, with an engraved plaque indicating the mintage 
number, are six stunning proof coins made from 99.99% gold. The low mintage will 
appeal to the most discerning collector - but what sets this collection apart from all past 
gold sets and makes it worthy of the Centenary? 

It would have to be the inclusion of a uniquely Australian effigy, designed exclusively for 
the Royal Australian Mint, by our world renowned designer- Vladimir Gottwald. 

Acting on a worldwide invitation from Buckingham Palace in 1999, to design a more 
modern effigy of Queen Elizabeth II, Vladimir Gottwald’s design was eventually selected 
to honour Her Majesty’s royal visit of 2000 on a commemorative 50c coin and also used 
to acknowledge his short listing in the selection of a permanent effigy.

Don’t delay your purchase and regret it when you see this sets value rise  
in years to come

This will be only the second time in Queen Elizabeth’s reign that her effigy has been 
designed and used on an Australian coin outside of the official effigies produced from 
the Royal Mint of the United Kingdom.

THIS IS NOT THE ORDINARY THIS IS THE EXTRAORDINARY  
– ORDER TODAY. 

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR EXTENDED PERIODIC PAYMENT STRUCTURE.

PHONE 1300 652 020 AND SPEAK TO A GOLD COIN COLLECTING 
CONSULTANT.

Price (inc. GST): $6,995.00 803400

Vladimir Gottwald's original design 
featured on the 50c coin issued in 2000.

        Nominal Specifications 

Denomination 5c 10c 20c 50c $1 $2 
Mass (g) 6.03 12.14 24.36 33.63 21.52 15.88 
Diameter (mm) 19.41 23.60 28.52 31.51 25.00 20.50

Metal: Gold 99.9%           Finish: Proof  Mintage: 500
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Many types of currency were used in Australian colonies after the arrival of the first 
European settlers in 1788. But the formation of Federation in 1901 demonstrated  
the independence of this far away land and its  need to create its  own identity. 

In 1910 one of the most symbolic events in Australian numismatic history took place; 
the introduction of coinage issued in the name of the Commonwealth of Australia.  

In 2010 the Royal Australian Mint has, for the very first time, created a single  
$1 coin featuring the four monarchs that have appeared on Australian coinage  
from 1910 to 2010.

Vladimir Gottwald has recreated portraits of King Edward VII (1901-1910),  
King George V (1910-1936), King George VI (1936-1952) and Queen Elizabeth II  
(1952 – present) all gracing the reverse side of these $1 coins and the result  
is superb.

Another feature sure not to go unnoticed are the images of an uncrowned  
Queen Elizabeth II and King George VI who succeeded the throne after King Edward 
VIII abdicated in 1936 having reigned for 325 days.

Ian Rank-Broadley’s current effigy of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II features  
on the obverse.
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2010 $1 Silver Proof ‘C’ Mintmark Coin
Crafted in 99.9% pure silver the shimmering proof finish reflects  
an era in Australian history long passed but will be a coin that is  
treasured for a lifetime  –  own one today!

Price (inc. GST): $45.00 802640

Nominal Specifications: $1, Ag 99.9%, 11.66 g, 25.00 mm, Proof, 12 500, V. Gottwald 

2010 $1 Mintmark & Privy Mark  
Four Coin Set 
This four coin set features the $1 ‘C’ for Canberra mintmark coin  
and $1 privy mark coins of Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne. In 2010 
this will be the only way of securing the ‘C’ mintmark without  
travelling to Canberra and pressing your own on the gallery press.

An impressive set to add to your $1 mintmark and privy mark collection.

Price (inc. GST): $14.95 803457

 Nominal Specifications: 4 x $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, Unlimited, V. Gottwald 
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2010 Australia Day Coins
Australia Day is a time when all Australians come together to reflect upon our past, present 
and future. In creating these coins we have worked in consultation with the National Australia 
Day Council to mark one of the biggest celebrations on the Australian calendar. The coin 
design captures the essence of togetherness and the ribbons convey a sense of spirit,  
pride and celebration.

2010 50c Cupro Nickel Circulating Rolled Coin
With the increasing popularity of collecting rolled coins we release a roll of 50 cent circulating 
coins featuring the Australia Day design.

With an unlimited mintage this *circulating 50 cent coin will be an important keepsake for all 
Australians to remember Australia Day 2010.

*A minimum of 5 million pieces are scheduled for circulation.

Price (inc. GST): $19.95
Nominal Specifications: 20 x 50c, Cu/Nickel, 15.55 g, 31.51 mm, Uncirculated, Unlimited, V. Gottwald 
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2010 50c Selectively Gold Plated Proof Coin
If you’re an avid 50 cent coin collector or just enjoy a coin for its  
theme and craftsmanship then this is certainly another to add to  
your collection.

Produced in fine silver, we have applied several techniques to the coin 
die which not only enhances Vladimir Gottwald’s original design but 
creates a visual masterpiece. Perhaps this ingenuity represents the 
Australian spirit.

Selective gold plating, glass beading, frosting and sandblasting are all 
used to create a coin worthy of any collection.

Price (inc. GST): $85.00 802356

Nominal Specifications: 50c, Ag 99.9%, 15.55 g, 31.51 mm, Proof , 10 000, V. Gottwald

ADDED BONUS - To accompany the release of this coin the Royal 
Australian Mint has also produced a cupro / nickel 50c coin for release 
into general circulation. We have created a special coin holder inside  
this packaging for you to collect a 50c coin from circulation and  
to keep alongside the proof coin – turning it into an Australia Day set.
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Don’t miss out on the 2008 & 2009 Little Dinkums coins
You haven’t missed out yet we still have limited stocks of each adorable character for you to buy. 

Binny Bilby, Kip Koala, Lillypilly Frill-Necked Lizard and Petey Platypus are all waiting for 
 a good home.

Merchandise

Mobile Phone Holder

Lights up to calls even when the phone  
is switched to silent. Great for the office! 
Price (inc. GST): $9.95 9915064

Mobile Charms

All the rage overseas
Price (Inc. GST): $6.95  

Binny Bilby 900005 

Kip Koala 900003 

Lillypilly 900008 

Petey Platypus 900009

Magnetic Brooches

So cute
Price (inc. GST): $6.95  

Binny Bilby 900001  

Kip Koala 900002 

Lillypilly 900006 

Petey Platypus 900007

Gold Charms

Price (inc. GST): $175.00  

Kip Koala 801371 

Binny Bilby 801372Special gift idea
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Continue your gold collection today!
We complete this popular miniature gold coin collection with the new 
arrivals of Kato Cockatoo and Tinga the Tasmanian Devil. 

Kato looks suitably impressed as she peers down from up high but Tinga 
looks a little grumpy, maybe because he knows his species is extremely 
endangered.

Same low price
Both coins are still only $95.00 each, it’s the same great price as the first 
release in the 2008 series and it’s despite gold prices soaring.

Gold coin market
There is no better time to enter the gold market and this is certainly an 
inexpensive entry level into what is fast becoming the market to be in.

ORDER YOUR COINS TODAY – NO PURCHASE LIMITS

Price (inc. GST): $95.00
$5 Tinga Tasmanian Devil 802156 $5 Kato Cockatoo 802150 

$5 Lillypilly Frill-Necked Lizard 801892   $5 Petey Platypus 801882 

$5 Binny Bilby 801699 $5 Kip Koala 801599

    

Nominal Specifications: $5, Au 99.99%, 1/25 troy oz, 14.00 mm, Proof, 10 000, Royal Australian Mint designers
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The Royal Australian Mint’s 2010 year set of coins celebrates pure coinage. 
Collectors will now be able to secure an affordable year set that marks history 
through their collection, guarantees quality, teaches young collectors about 
coin grades and continues to command plenty of international interest.

2010 Six Coin Proof Set
Crafted to the Royal Australian Mint’s impeccably high standards, this pack 
contains the six circulating 2010 coins in a proof finish. The Mint’s year sets 
make a unique and traditional gift for any collector that is sure to become a 
treasured possession. 

Price (inc. GST): $120.00   803380

2010 Six Coin Uncirculated Set
The Royal Australian Mint’s classic uncirculated coin set for 2010 features 
the 5c, 10c, 20c, 50c, $1 and $2 coins. Serious coin collecting purists will 
appreciate the return to our standard designs and over time new collectors 
will develop an eye for the classics.

Price (inc. GST): $30.00   802970

Metal Cupro Nickel   Al/Bronze

Denomination          5c  10c  20c   50c  $1 $2
Mass (g)                    2.83 5.65 11.30 15.55  9.00 6.60
Diameter (mm)       19.41 23.60 28.52 31.51  25.00 20.50

Nominal Specifications
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2010 Year Set – Burke and Wills
2010 will mark the 150th anniversary of the Burke and Wills expedition,  
and subsequently the Royal Australian Mint has themed the 2010 two coin  
year set to honour these explorers. The new $1 and 20 cent coins will feature in 
the two coin set in both uncirculated and proof finishes.

2010 Two Coin Proof Set
The $1 coin spotlights the hardships endured by the Burke and Wills 
expedition team.  Here we see the weary sole survivor of the expedition 
resting under the iconic carved dig tree on Cooper’s Creek in southwest 
Queensland. The 20 cent coin design depicts Burke and Wills astride camel 
and horse, departing on their epic journey. The camel tracks represent their 
south to north travelling route, while the footprints narrate the aid of the 
Aboriginal people, as well as the Indian, Afghan and Pakistani cameleers.  
The lustrous proof finish shows off the criss-crossing footprints of humans  
and camels, representative of the pioneer’s incredibly arduous journey.

Price (inc. GST): $45.00  803383     

Also available in uncirculated finish 
Price (inc. GST): $15.00  802972

Please visit www.ramint.gov.au  

for full nominal specifications.

Coin Designer: Wojciech Pietranik.

Please visit www.burkeandwills.org 

for a full account of their journey.

Proof Set includes  

replica pages from  

Burke’s journal.
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YOUR GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY

40th Anniversary 2009 50c Gold Proof Coin
In 2009 the twelve-sided Australian 50 cent gold proof coin recognises  
40 years of circulation. This 2009 50 cent is struck in over one troy ounce of 
gold. MINTAGE: 800

Price (inc. GST): $2,995.00  801965

Nominal Specifications: 50c, Au 99.99%, 1&2/3 troy oz, 31.51 mm, Proof, 800, S. Devlin / A. Machin

25th Anniversary 2009 $1 Gold Proof Coin

The ‘Five Kangaroo’ $1 coin designed by Stuart Devlin was introduced in 
1984 to replace the paper note. Produced in fine gold, this $1 coin is a 
reproduction of the original design. MINTAGE: 1000

Price (inc. GST): $1,950.00  801967

Nominal Specifications: $1, Au 99.99%, 21.52 g, 25.00 mm, Proof, 1000, S. Devlin/A. Machin

LIMITED STOCKS AVAILABLE, ORDER TODAY!
Both of these stunning coins are beautifully housed in jarrah cases with 
black velvet surround and the relevant anniversary text hot stamped  
in gold lettering.   

Visit www.ramint.gov.au for more low mintage gold coins from  
the Royal Australian Mint.

ATTENTION COIN COLLECTORS!
The quadrupling of gold prices since 2001 has created a worldwide demand for 
low mintage gold proof coins which has lead to plenty of interest amongst the long 
term collector. Now is the time to seriously consider what the Royal Australian Mint 
offers as part of its range of gold coins.
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For many, the kangaroo is identified internationally as a symbol of Australia. This 
commonly found marsupial has graced more Australian coin designs than any other. 
Kangaroo coin designs stand proudly amongst some of the world’s most recognised 
designs including the Maple Leaf from the Royal Canadian Mint, the St George 
Sovereign from the Royal Mint and the American Eagle from the U.S. Mint.

We bring a new dimension to our Kangaroo Series in 2010 and feature a design of 
the Yellow-footed Rock Wallaby. A highly endangered member of the macropod 
family that includes kangaroos, wallabies and wallaroos. The coin design captures this 
animal in its most common surrounding; the rocky outcrops and ridges of semi-arid 
western New South Wales.

2010 Kangaroo Series $1 Silver Proof Coin
The large 40 mm diameter, the full troy ounce of 99.9% fine silver and the themed 
presentation case makes this coin another admired selection amongst coin collectors.
If you missed out on the gold you certainly won’t feel like you’ve come second when 
adding this one to the collection.

Price (inc GST): $65.00  801991 

Nominal Specifications: $1, Ag 99.9%, I troy oz, 40 mm, Proof, 20 000, W. Pietranik

2010 Kangaroo Series $1 Silver  
Frosted Uncirculated Coin
The $1 frosted uncirculated coin has always remained popular with collectors 
because they are getting a stunning coin without overextending the budget. Each 
coin image has a bright polished appearance with a frosted background. As their 
appearance is in direct contrast to other more expensive proof coins, they make the 
perfect companion to any silver proof coin.

Price (inc. GST): $50.00  Coin / Card 801987 

Nominal Specifications: $1, Ag 99.9%, I troy oz, 40 mm, Frosted Uncirculated, Unlimited, W. Pietranik

2010 Kangaroo Series 
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Whether commemorating your special wedding day, 
an important anniversary or simply giving a gift, the 
2010 Wedding Coin Collection will create a lifetime of 
memories. From the stylish leatherette case, to the six 
stunning proof coins this set will forever be a reminder 
of that happy moment.

To create a special memento or give a thoughtful gift, 
you can personalise the coin collection with the silver 
plated plaque that is included and there is even a place 
to insert a special photograph.

A quality and lasting heirloom, your proof wedding set 
will be passed down to generations for years to come.  

Price (inc. GST): $120.00  802390

For nominal specifications  

see 2010 year sets.  

(page 12)

Now in  

Proof Finish
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2010 Blinky Bill Baby Sets
Blinky Bill has long been an Australian favourite with 
adults and children alike enjoying the antics of creator 
Dorothy Wall’s loveable characters.

2010 Proof Australian Baby Coin Set
With a full colour printed medallion and all six standard 2010 coins in a 
quality proof finish, the 2010 Proof Baby Coin Set is a favourite amongst 
collectors. It is a special gift for a newborn or new mum, and a great way 
to celebrate a new arrival. There is space to personalise your coin set with 
a photo of your own little mischievous bundle. 

Price (inc. GST): $120.00  803381

2010 Uncirculated Australian Baby Coin Set
Six 2010 uncirculated coins and a special Blinky Bill medallion are presented 
in colourful packaging adorned with timeless images of Blinky and friends. 
This is the only way to purchase the specially designed one dollar coin 
featuring Blinky Bill and his creator Dorothy Wall. It is a great way to give 
your child a gift today which will become a treasured memory tomorrow.

Price (inc. GST): $35.00  802971

$1 Designer: C. Goodall 

For nominal specifications see 2010 year sets (page 6). 
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2009 Master Mintmark $1 Al/Bronze Uncirculated Coin
In 2009 the Royal Australian Mint completed one of the most substantial upgrades 
to its facilities since the original construction in 1965.

To mark this occasion, the Mint released a Master Mintmark on a standard 
uncirculated $1 coin. The mark featuring the letter ‘C’ with a kangaroo passing 
through it was chosen by the Mint’s late CEO Janine Murphy from a selection of 
motifs produced by Mint design staff.

The blister-packed coin is presented in die-cut packaging that folds into a miniature 
Royal Australian Mint building. 

Price (inc. GST): $9.95  802319

Nominal Specifications: $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, Unlimited

2009 MASTER MINTMARK

2009 $1 Uncirculated Steve Irwin Coin  
Inspirational Australians – Conservation
Using a glass beading technique on the finish really makes the fine detail on 
this coin stand out. From Steve’s familiar cheeky grin to some of his favourite 
wildlife, you will be in awe at the high degree of detail we have achieved. 
Durable packaging makes this ideal to send through the mail as a special gift 
idea for family and friends. Steve Irwin, another worthy inclusion into our 
Inspirational Australian series

ANOTHER GREAT GIFT IDEA FOR YOUNGER COLLECTORS!

Price (inc. GST): $12.95  801947

Nominal Specifications: $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, Unlimited, C. Goodall
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Celebrating 100 years of pension payments, the Royal 
Australian Mint has produced a $1 circulating coin which 
honours the contribution pensioners have made to the 
Australian society.

2009 $1 Al/Bronze Centenary of the Age Pension 
Rolled Coin
The coin design captures the symbolic principles of giving older Australians security, 
support and dignity. Look closely at the design to see the support from and to the 
next generation and all walks of life coming together to form Australia. 

Price (inc. GST): $29.95  802906 

Nominal Specifications: 20 x $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Circulated, Unlimited, W. Pietranik 

MISSED OUT ON THE 07 & 08 Rolled Coins from the Royal 
Australian Mint? Limited stocks available, order today!

2008 Scouts $1 Al/Bronze Centenary of Scouts Rolled Coin 
802349

2007 APEC $1 Al/Bronze  Rolled Coin 801288

All wrapped in exclusive Royal Australian Mint paper.

Centenary of the Age Pension

Collectors please 

note – every effort 

is made to ensure 

the obverse and 

reverse are at 

either end of  

the roll.
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2009 50c Uncirculated Pad Printed Coin 
In 2009 we celebrated the 40th anniversary of the first manned mission to land 
on the moon and the important role Australia played, we have created a crisp 
uncluttered design on the obverse of a 50 cent coin.

This pad printed coin is an inexpensive and ideal gift for young collectors and those 
more experienced collectors with an affinity for the theme.

Price (inc. GST): $9.95  801981

Nominal specifications: 50c, Cu/Nickel, 15.55 g, 31.51 mm, Uncirculated, Pad Printed, Unlimited, C. Goodall.Space image courtesy of 
NASA - nasaimages.org.

2009 $5 Fine Silver Proof Meteorite Coin
With certificate outlining the authenticity of the meteorite included 
and crafted in over 50 grams of fine silver this large 50 mm coin  
with low mintage will ‘make an impact’ on your collection.

Price (inc. GST): $155.00  801373

Nominal Specifications: $5, Ag 99.9%, 50 g, 50.00 mm, Proof, 10 000 , W. Pietranik

2009 Year of Astronomy Two Coin Year Sets still available!
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The 2009 Fine Silver Year Set presents the familiar designs of Australian 
circulating currency - the 5c echidna, the 10c lyrebird, the 20c platypus,  
the 50c Coat of Arms, the $1 ‘Five Kangaroos’ and the $2 ‘Aboriginal elder’, 
all struck in 99.9% fine silver.

Each timber case is handmade from solid jarrah, the lid perfectly fashioned 
to slide into place. As a final touch the mintage number is engraved on a 
plaque under the lid, creating a true 2009 collector edition.

Price (inc. GST): $295.00 802155 

Visit www.ramint.gov.au for coin nominal specifications

Metal: Fine Silver 99.9%         Finish: Proof         Mintage: 6000

2009 FINE SILVER YEAR SET

Great Australian Artists in Colour

2009 $1 Silver Proof Pad Printed Coins
What better way to complete the Great Australian Artist Series than by sharing with 
collectors these extraordinary pieces of art.

The coin’s 40 mm diameter makes a grand canvas in which to fully appreciate and 
marvel over these individual designs. Included are easels to perfectly display each  
of these one troy ounce silver proof $1 coins. 

Price (inc. GST): $255.00  801376

Nominal Specifications: $1, Ag 99.9%, 1 troy oz, 40.00 mm, Proof/Pad Printed, 5000, R. Harris, R. Mombassa, K. Done

KANGAROO SERIES
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2009 $5 Silver Proof Coin

150 Years of State Government - Queensland
Queensland has come a long way since being declared a colony by 
Queen Victoria in 1859, from early financial budgetary constraints 
to one of Australia’s strongest economies and most popular holiday 
destinations.

One hundred and fifty years ago Queensland was part of New South 
Wales, presided over by Queen Victoria.

In the 1850s the people of Queensland began a push for a separate 
state and sent their petitions to England and the monarch’s attention. 

On 10 December 1859 the proclamation declaring Queensland 
a separate colony from New South Wales was delivered from the 
balcony of Adelaide House. 

With a low mintage, proof finished and over one troy ounce of silver 
housed in its own special case - makes all the State Series coins a 
popular collectible among those who appreciate quality.

Price (inc. GST): $65.00 801375

N.T: 802088 S.A: 802002    
VIC: 800009 TAS: 801005 NSW: 800030

Nominal Specifications: $5, Ag 99.9%, 1&1/7 troy oz, 38.74 mm, Proof, 12 500, W. Pietranik

150 Years    of State Government
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2009 $1 Uncirculated Coins

Bilby
These desert-dwelling marsupials are closely related to bandicoots, 
with big ears, silky fur and well-developed claws ideal for burrowing. 
Bilbies are often found sheltering near spinifex which is a feature of 
the sculpted background on the coin design. Despite the hot climatic 
temperatures of their habitat, bilbies do not need to drink water, 
receiving all their moisture from their food which includes insects, 
seeds, spiders, fruit and other small animals.

Frilled-Neck Lizard  
This amazing little reptile is an Australian icon having appeared on 
the original 2c coin design.  When trying to attract a mate or when 
frightened the frilled ruff around its head unfolds making the lizard 
appear much larger - a great theory of defence against its many 
predators but often quite comical in action.

The background coin design features the sculpted design of the sun 
with outward radiating circles to represent the hot tropical climate 
from where this reptile is found. The Frilled Neck Lizard can also match 
the colour of its surroundings made evident by the pad printing.

2008 $1 Uncirculated Coins

Echidna, Rock Wallaby, Koala, Wombat
These previously released coins have been very popular with $1 coin 
enthusiasts and have also launched many young collectors on their 
path to a lifelong hobby. 

Each coin design perfectly captures the individual animal in a typical 
pose, the echidna foraging for ants and termites, the rock wallaby 
atop the rocky outcrops, the koala sitting in a gum tree surrounded 
by eucalyptus leaves and of course the Wombat as it emerges from a 
hollowed out log.

Price (inc GST): $14.95 
$1 Bilby  802460 $1 Frilled Neck Lizard  802465 

$1 Echidna  802456 $1 Rock Wallaby 802458 

$1 Koala  802452 $1 Wombat   802454

Nominal Specifications: $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Frosted Uncirculated, Pad Printed, Unlimited, S. Foster

Add to your $1 Land Series coin collection.
These 2009 $1 coins will be the last of the Land Series. The highly detailed  
sculpted background with colour pad printing instantly brings these animals to life.

2009 $1 Uncirculated Coins

Bilby
Bilbies are often found sheltering near Spinifex, a feature of the sculpted 
background on the coin design. 

Frilled Neck Lizard  
The background coin design features the sculpted design of the sun with outward 
radiating circles to represent the hot tropical climate from where this reptile is found. 

2008 $1 Uncirculated Coins

Echidna, Rock Wallaby, Koala, Wombat
Each coin perfectly captures the individual animal in a typical pose,  
the echidna foraging for ants and termites, the rock wallaby atop the  
rocky outcrops, the koala sitting in a gum tree and of course the wombat  
as it emerges from a hollowed out log. 

Price (inc. GST): $14.95 
$1 Bilby  802460 $1 Frilled Neck Lizard  802465 

$1 Echidna  802456 $1 Rock Wallaby 802458 

$1 Koala  802452 $1 Wombat   802454

Nominal Specifications: $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Frosted Uncirculated, Pad Printed, Unlimited, S. Foster
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2009 $5 Silver Proof Coin
Masterpieces in Silver – Aviation Series

Incorporating powerful designs, the 2009 silver $5 coins are once again produced to 
an impeccable proof standard. Both worthy of their place alongside the 2008 coins 
acknowledging their contribution to the origins and development of Australian aviation.

Custom made coin stand FREE 
with every coin set purchased. 

Additional coin stands are  
available to purchase. 

Price (inc GST): $9.95 8145508  
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$5 Silver Proof Coin – Constellation L749
The 1947 Lockheed Constellation L749 was the first Australian airline to fly en-route 
from Sydney to London, making six stops and taking 55 hours to complete.

Today this same route takes passengers less than 24 hours.

Known affectionately as ‘Connie’ this aircraft was easily recognised by its three-tailed 
design and dolphin-shaped fuselage.

$5 Silver Proof Coin – De Havilland DH 86
The establishment of the Empire Air Mail service in 1933 prompted the Australian 
Government to commission a new aircraft. On 14 January 1934, only four months 
later, the DeHavilland DH 86 made its first flight.

The aircraft flew the Singapore – Darwin leg of the mail route for Qantas while 
Holymans Airways of Tasmania flew the Bass Strait leg. The original single pilot layout 
and fuselage was later redesigned with a dual-pilot nose to combat pilot fatigue over 
long stretches.

Price (inc. GST): $130.00  2x 2009 coin in 2 coin case 801975

Nominal Specifications: $5, Ag 99.9%, 1&1/7 troy oz, 38.74 mm, Proof, 10 000, W. Pietranik

Note: Total mintage for each 2009 coin is 10 000. 3000 coins authorised for inclusion in the 2008 six coin case.

Missed out on the 2008 coins? Both coins still available to order

Price (inc. GST): $130.00  2 x 2008 coin in 2 coin case  801953
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Off the Presses

Local News
Once again a long line of keen coin 
enthusiasts greeted our Coin Shop staff  
on the morning of 1 January 2010. All eager 
to be one of the first to mint their very own 
2010 ‘C’ mintmark $1 coin.

Congratulations to Bruce Mansfield for being 
the first person to press the first ‘C’ mintmark 
coin for 2010 and to the next 99 collectors in 
line who all received special certificates.

Making a coin on the visitor press will be the 
only way of securing a single ‘C’ mintmark 
coin in 2010. Alternatively collectors can 
purchase the coin as part of the, new format,  
four coin set (see pages 6 & 7).

Coin Events
Australia Day was also celebrated here at the 
Mint as we unveiled a 50c circulating rolled coin 
and a silver proof version. This coin celebrates 
all the great things about being Australian and 
living in this great country.  Our thanks go to 
the National Australia Day Council for their 
assistance in making this release such a great 
success. It’s the only official coin of Australia Day 

2010, watch out for the circulating coin in your 
change soon. 

Coin Shows
At the time of going to print for this  
Mint Issue, the Royal Australian Mint again 
attended the Berlin World Money Fair  
and  Perth ANDA.

The ‘P’ for Perth privy mark coin was in high 
demand and we thank the people of WA  
for their hospitality.

Finally…
2010 will certainly be another busy time 
and with the exciting coin releases we have 
planned you are sure to find more than a 
few surprises. In 2010 the Made to Order 
coin will replace the Subscription Coin (in 
name only). The name change will clarify to 
collectors that this product is made to the 
orders we receive. This may alleviate some 
customer confusion regarding the time frame 
between order and receipt and the need for 
an upfront payment, which is necessary to 
formulate the total coin production.

2009 $10 Gold 
Proof Lunar Coin  

– Year of the Ox

2008 Rugby League  
Gold Coin
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Coin News
Closed Mintages – LIMITED STOCK*
Collector Sets

• 2008 Six Coin Proof Set: International Year of Planet Earth  
25 112 produced, less than 200 remaining (803360) - Low mintage!

• 2008 Two Coin Proof Set: International Year of Planet Earth  
- 11 500 produced, less than 350 remaining (803350) - Low mintage!

• 2009 Wedding Coin Collection 
- 2824 produced, less than 100 remaining.( 802310) - Very low mintage! 

Collector Coins

• 2008 $1 Uncirculated Coin: Centenary of Rugby League 
- 35 282 produced, less than 100 still remaining (801878)  
- Good collectible!

• 2008 $10 Gold Proof Coin: Centenary of Rugby League  
- Very low mintage! 
- 2001 produced, less than 4 remaining (801874)  
- Be quick for this one!

• 2009 $10 Gold Proof Coin: Year of the Ox  
- 1919 produced, less than 40 still remaining (802338)  
- Extremely low mintage!

• 2009 $1 Silver Proof: Year of the Ox 
- 5000 produced, less than 550 remaining. (802336)  
- No silver proof coin in 2010!

• 2008 $5 Silver Proof Coin Skua: International Polar Year 
- 6111 produced, less than 30 remaining (801588)  
- Extremely low mintage!

 

*Note: Correct at time of printing.

2008 Two Coin Proof  
Set – International  
Year of Planet Earth

2008 $5  
Polar Skua

2008 Six Coin Proof  
Set – International  
Year of Planet Earth
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200 years

Contact details:  Royal Australian Mint  
Tel:  1300 652 020  8.30 am to 5.00 pm Mon - Fri EDT (cost of local call Australia-wide)

International Tel:  +61 2 6202 6800
Fax:  +61 2 6202 6953 
Mail:  Royal Australian Mint, Locked Bag 31, Kingston ACT 2604, Australia
Website and E-shop:  www.ramint.gov.au

© Commonwealth of Australia 2009 N.B - Coins shown in this catalogue are not actual size unless stated

Beautifully presented in a finely crafted wooden box, these two coins have been created 
in partnership with Australia Post to celebrate 200 years of postal services in Australia.

Price (inc. GST): $119.95 
802519

BICENTENARY
TWO COIN SET

$5 Silver Proof Pad Printed Coin
The design on this coin depicts Isaac Nichol’s Sydney 
house where he became Australia’s first Postmaster in 
1809 – a position he held until 1819. The artwork on 
the coin is taken from a photograph in “History of the 
Post Office in New South Wales” by Andrew Houison, 
Sydney, 1890. 

Nominal Specifications: $5, Ag 99.9%,1 & 1/7 troy oz, 38.74 mm, Pad Printed Proof, 7200

$1 Al/Br Uncirculated Coin
This coin design features an early posting box like the “Red 
Sentinels” which have stood guard on the streets of cities 
and towns across Australia for over 150 years. The first 
cast-iron street posting boxes were installed on Sydney 
streets in 1856. Typically the cast-iron posting boxes were 
designed in a range of shapes and sizes and featured a 
decorative frieze, topped by a device such as a crown. 

Nominal Specifications: $1, Al/ Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, 7200 


